
STUDENTS THANK TEACHERS AT  RETREAT

Student Submission

Students at the Freshmen retreat on Tuesday, March 15, were given

the chance to thank friends, teachers, and staff. This retreat was

held to discuss issues at the school among the Freshmen class, and

what could be done to improve. “It was nice. It was good to know

that people appreciate the teachers,” said Stacy Vargas. Students

lined up one by one, standing behind a microphone, showing their

appreciation as they each thanked their friends, teachers, and staff.

Overall, many students and teachers considered the retreat a

success thanks to all the hard work from Mr. Dinkha, Mr. Torres,

Sister Pia, Ms. Acebes and many other teachers that volunteered.
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ASB MAKES A DIFFERENCE

Student Submission

ASB, the Associated

Student body, has

many students who

care about St.

Genevieve all year

round. “ASB shows

responsibility and

caring. It’s something that allows me to be a role model for

other people,” a past member said. Being part of ASB means

you get to experience many more opportunities than a normal

student. “Doing this with other people is really fun.“It's great

for leadership, and it's important because it shows

responsibility. We work extremely hard to put together things

like events and clubs,” she said.  If you are considering joining

next year, be mindful of the hard, yet exciting challenges you

will face. “It can be pretty stressful but fun at the same time.

The hard work will all pay off in the end. There are many ways

that you can meet new people.”

SOFTBALL BEGINS!

Student Submission

Softball, like many

other sports, is very

competitive but it also

has its own kind of

fun. The St. Genevieve

softball league just

began their 21st

Season! Softball

players like Annabella Esparza have the greatest time playing

the sport, giving them the excitement and fun while

maintaining the elements of skill and competition. Bella

shared how much she cares for her sport. “I love softball but I

grew inspiration from others and mainly my father.” She has a

deep regard for this sport many or few may have. “I look to

live up to my Dad and brother, that is why I started softball.”

She continued to state that her love for the sport also comes

from friends and that is one of many benefits she can have

when playing her favorite sport.
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